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Home > AGENDA > Animal Science > Production of Safe and environment-friendly Livestock Products 03. Production of Safe and environment-friendly Livestock Products Agenda 17 aims to establish the foundation for the production and consumption of eco-friendly and safe livestock products, at the G7 level. It focuses on the industrialization of
processing, utilization, and distribution technologies for high-value and safe animal products, on the development of practical technologies for feed cost reduction and climate change adaptation, and on the composition of business-friendly environments for sustainable livestock farming practices by introducing advanced environment management
technologies. Also, Agenda 17 aims to develop technologies for regulating animal metabolism and improving feed quality as well as to advance environment management technologies for valuable resources from animal manure, odor emission, and animal welfare. Agenda 17 includes following three Programs to achieve its purpose. Program 60 is
designed to develop production technologies for safe and high-value safe livestock products. Program 61aims to develop technologies for regulating animal metabolism and improving feed quality while Program 62 intends to develop advanced environment management technologies for the livestock farming. Skip to navigation Skip to main content
Skip to footer University of Minnesota Extensionextension.umn.edu Farm management includes skills such as: basic husbandry, nutrition, communication, preparation, adaptation, evaluation, attention to detail and establishing a farm culture. Basic husbandry creates hydrated, clean, dry, low-stress animals. Clear communication facilitates
preparedness and adaptation. Adapting when things don’t go as planned is dependent on your knowledge of the system. Plan to measure outcomes to determine success. Creating a positive environment with shared goals makes for an easier workday. Management is a general term that can mean something different to everyone. Management often
refers to the day-to-day operations of the farm and is pointed to as the most important predictor of success. UMN Extension views the following as the components of sound livestock and farm management. Livestock management Basic animal husbandry Water, shelter, cleanliness and low-stress handling are all components of basic husbandry.
Animals are healthier and more productive when they are hydrated, clean, dry, and handled with minimal stress. Water is without question the most important nutrient and should be accessible for all animals at all times. Shelter doesn’t always mean a roof overhead, a well maintained bedded pack and a windbreak can mean shelter as well. Animals
need protection from the elements in some way. Cleanliness prevents disease, promotes animal comfort, and instills a sense of pride in your operation. Low-stress handling is a must for all operations. Basic stockmanship is an essential skill for all people on the farm. Animal nutrition In general, a healthy gastrointestinal (GI) tract equals a healthy
animal. The ration and how it is delivered impacts growth, productivity, immune status and reproduction. A correct body condition score combined with a balanced mineral status creates healthy animals and healthy offspring. Quality ingredients are a must for optimal health and productivity. Water should also be included in this category as it is the
most important nutrient and drives dry matter intake. Important to note, the on-paper ration and the actual ration the animals eat rarely match. Correct ration formulation is crucial, but how, where and when it is delivered is an equally important aspect of nutrition. Communication with employees, partners, nutritionists, veterinarians, product and
livestock haulers, and everyone that you work with is key to effective management. Clear communication of expectations, protocols, responsibilities, and treatment of animals trickles down from the top. Employee training relies on clear communication and the operation’s success depends on well-trained employees. Good visual materials and inperson teaching can have much better learning outcomes than expecting employees to read or learn on their own, particularly if you employ workers whose native language is not English. Preparation Prevention is better than treatment. Be proactive rather than reactive. Look ahead and be as prepared as possible for different possibilities. Find and
stop issues before they become more complicated to manage. Communication, basic husbandry and nutrition all play a part in being prepared. Adaptation When it comes to farming, things often don’t go as planned. The ability to adapt to change is crucial for livestock success. Being prepared makes it easier to adapt, having great communication
skills moves the new plan forward, being constantly vigilant with basic husbandry lessens the impact of changes to your plan. Adapting requires knowledge of your farming system as a whole and understanding how all of the pieces of your operation fit together. The better you know the system, the easier it is to adapt when necessary. Evaluation You
can't know if something is working unless you evaluate an outcome. Before making a change to a practice, plan how you will measure outcomes to determine success before it is implemented. Evaluating current practices and protocols creates efficiency by eliminating practices that are not beneficial and keeping those that show measured
improvement for the operation. Attention to detail Often the success of a particular piece of the system relies on attention to details. Cleanliness in particular is rooted in attention to detail. You don't have to micromanage to instill the importance of attention to detail in your employees. It is tied directly to your farm’s culture and the pride you and
your employees take in your roles on the farm. Your farm should have a distinct identity that gives you and your employees pride in working on the farm. While some of the ways we create farm culture may seem small, they have a huge impact on your success. Creating a positive environment with shared goals makes for an easier workday. Creating
your farm’s culture A culture is a set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes an institution or organization. The culture you set on your farm will influence how people prioritize work and do their jobs. Spend some time thinking about what is most important to you as a business owner. Some examples are cleanliness, safety,
animal care, and milking efficiency. Consider the values and goals you have already outlined and how those fit into the culture you want. Hiring and training Hire employees who take your culture seriously, and throughout the entire hiring and training process emphasize how important it is to you. Talk about the informal ways you see the farm being
a work environment that encourages your identified values and goals. Talk about parts of the current culture that you’re working on changing. You could say, “You may notice that a few people take shortcuts on certain jobs. We’re working on building a culture that encourages safety. My expectation is that you will take all proper safety precautions
regardless of what others may still do.” Set an example Farm culture isn’t about what you say, it’s about what you do. A leader’s influence is very strong. Setting an example will show everyone on your farm what the expectation is, and prove that you are no exception to the rule. Give and get feedback Feedback plays a major role in any organization,
and it allows you to know what works and what doesn’t as you develop your farm culture. Feedback is a two-way street. You should not only give feedback on performance but listen to feedback from others on practices that are and aren’t working. This is a great way for others on the farm to share their ideas and become invested in being a part of the
farm culture. Make it a group effort Everyone is responsible for upholding farm culture, and one individual should not be blamed for a mistake. Your farm culture should make everyone comfortable enough to correct mistakes or find solutions. Work with everyone on your farm to understand that if mistakes happen, it’s due to a failure of the whole
system, not one person. Measure and reward success Decide how you measure the effective practice of your farm’s culture. Determine as a team how you want to measure your success. Decide how you reward effective performance: monetary bonuses, a pizza party, or even just verbal recognition. Include everyone in deciding how rewards look; it is
important to know what motivates people. Smart and proven solutions for individual dairy cow monitoring and management. Go to Dairy farming Automated solutions for individual pig farming management in the entire production cycle. Go to Pig farming Rik Bogaert and Nancy Verhaege Owners Read their story “With this feeding system in the
farrowing pen, we’re weaning pigs that are 900 grams heavier.” Klaus Wendell Owner and operator Read more “We can feed each sow exactly according to our pre-set feed curve." PJ O‘Donoghue Dairy farmer Read PJ's story “I know now that it's excellent in accuracy and I can trust it completely” Toon Classens Owner of family farrow-to-finish
operation Read more "Having this kind of data puts us in a position to take a major step forward in technical terms." Andreas Poppe Dairy farmer Read Andreas' story "I think my investment in Nedap CowControl™ will pay for itself within two years." Choice Genetics Megan Meyer, production supervisor, Paramount Farm Learn more "The Nedap PPT
data helps us select for and improve the feed conversion of the animals we sell."
The Hartford’s livestock transit products and services are industry leaders supported by our proud history in the business. Our livestock transit coverages include: Livestock Transit Coverage – Helps provide coverage for death and crippling coverage on a broad perils basis for covered livestock while in due course of transit. Adapted from Table 1.1,
page 12, Practical Farm Business Management , by VJ Pollard and WJ Obst. Livestock summary A livestock summary can be used to summarise stock numbers and account for all increases due to births and purchases, … 2022/1/24 · Nedap Livestock Management expands North American team News - Jan 24, 2022 Semex ai24® with Nedap technology
now available in more markets More news Upcoming Events All events Our vision ... 2019/2/11 · Topics: Ways to grow your business, Responding to rapid growth, Ways to transform your business, Business mentoring, Trend analysis for business improvement... Protecting your business Topics: Risk management , Disaster resilience and recovery ,
Premises security and crime prevention , Protect your idea , Managing risk when starting up Livestock are the domesticated animals raised in an agricultural setting to provide labor and produce commodities such as meat, eggs, milk, fur, leather, and wool. The term is sometimes used to refer solely to animals who are raised for consumption, and
sometimes used to refer solely to farmed ruminants , such as cattle , sheep , goats and pigs . [1] FM Livestock 2022 Livestock Budgets Title Author Date Downloads KSU-Beef Farm Management Guide Spreadsheet An Excel spreadsheet for beef cattle enterprise budgeting to evaluate potential income, costs and profitability. Tonsor Reid December 28,
2021 ... 2017/1/26 · Livestock including alpacas and cattle – and a bull – have recently been allowed to return to the field. Mr Brunt says the 6ft-high steel spiked fence gives him peace of … Learn how to identify and manage a range of animal diseases and disorders. Enter the common or scientific name below, or select the disease or disorder from the
full list. Common name Affected animals Aflatoxicosis cattle, pigs, ducklings, turkeys, horses Livestock farming can be hectic especially if you are dealing with a variety of animals in your farm. Gone are the days when farm managers used to walk around with a pen and a piece of paper to take data and information concerning the animals being
reared. If you intend to run livestock farming as a business, then you have no option but to abandon the traditional …
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